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OBJECTIVE
This trail will provide visitors with a recreational area where they can enjoy the natural landscape and educate themselves on the ecological system native to the Ashley River. Increasing public awareness and appreciation of the Ashley River Historic District is critical in continuing the conservation of the region.

TRAIL SYSTEM
The trail system includes two six-mile loops of plantation mix soil, a very fine material consisting of granite dust and granite 789’s common for walking trails in the Lowcountry. Parking is located at both the north and south ends of the trails for a small fee to help maintain the trails (annual recreational passes are also available). Side trails are available for those wishing to walk a shorter distance. Restrooms are located in both parking lots and at the 1.5 mile marker.

Visitors are provided with interpretative trail maps highlighting native vegetation and historical information. An interactive website allows visitors to obtain valuable historical and biological information prior to their arrival. The website will also offer visitors the opportunity to provide feedback from their experiences of the trail system in order to provide the best conservation and maintenance.

GENERAL HISTORY
The initial settlement of Charles Town was located along the Ashley River at the site of Albermarle Point in 1670. Surrounding this settlement was 12,000 acres of land granted to Lord Ashley Cooper, Earl of Salisbury. The network of roads and settlements established the economic foundation for the colony. Although the colony relocated to its current location at Oyster Point, the Ashley River served as a center for transportation and trade. Remnants of the Lowcountry rice culture and plantation system is evident in today’s landscape.

ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
The mixture of wet and dry lands allowed colonists to plant and cultivate rice in the area which lead to a transformation of the soil and topography. Six classes of native vegetation exist within the boundaries of the proposed trail system. These include the following:

- Pine Savannah
- Longleaf Pine Forest
- Southern Mixed Hardwood Forest
- Southern Hardwood Swamp
- Freshwater Marsh
- Tidal Marsh

The trail system includes side trails along the Ashley River, showing existing ecosystems within the proposed project area.
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Cross sections of trail system indicating existing berms within the proposed project area.